
Minutes of the Mayor’s Special Advisory Committee on Neighborhood-Based Resiliency 

 

October 25, 2016—795 Mass Ave, City Hall, Ackerman Room: 6:30 P.M. 

 

Members present: Sonia Andujar; Gary Dmytryk; Emily Harrison; Julia Holloway; Craig 

Kelley, Chair; Sam Seidel; Tony Spears; Steve Wineman 

 

Committee staff: Wilford Durbin, Executive Assistant to the Committee 

 

Guest Speaker:  Amanda Chen, Director, Salvation Army Bridging the Gap 

 

Mr. Kelley called the meeting to order at 6:36 p.m. 

 

He announced that the Committee had a special visitor as the scheduled representative from 

Cambridge’s Public Health Department had to cancel. He introduced Ms. Amanda Chen, the 

Director of the Cambridge Salvation Army’s Bridging the Gap program. He said Committee 

members had expressed that they wanted to cover some of the less fortunate, more vulnerable 

populations in Cambridge. The conversations tend to focus on climate change-related issues, but 

the committee has stated it can and should think about broader issues. 

 

Ms. Chen introduced herself and the Bridging the Gap program, which focuses on juvenile 

justice. Some of the initiatives included classes at the high school extension location, juvenile 

justice (jail) diversion program, services for men with addictions, and resume writing.  

 

She also talked about the Cambridge Salvation Army, which has a shelter with 35 beds, which 

can be expanded by 15 beds during overflow emergencies, such as flooding. The shelter also has 

a daycare for homeless children, and currently cares for 42 children. She said she works with 

those populations. She explained that while she is new to Cambridge, serving as Director for 1 

year, she has worked on this for 7 years.  

 

Mr. Kelley asked whether he was correct in saying that Salvation Army had 35 beds with 15 in 

reserve. 

 

Ms. Chen affirmed the number, and included that the shelter also ran a lunch for 100+ people per 

day, and that showers and laundry were available. The ‘homeless court,’ which meets once a 

month for charges like loitering and so forth, used to be in Medford, but through advocating it 

was moved to the Cambridge Salvation Army to allow social workers to help populations using 

the facility. She expanded on the Bridging the Gap program, which was a really good 

collaboration between Salvation Army and the court system to divert youth out of the prison 

pipeline. If juveniles are diverted, then they are less likely to end up in jail and that is her focus. 

 

She said they have kids from Malden and Dorchester too, as they come through Cambridge 

courts, though the majority of kids are from Cambridge.  

 

A member of the Committee asked what are some of challenges facing her youth living in 

Cambridge?  

 

Ms. Chen said the biggest challenge for families is affordability, which should not come as a 

shock to anyone. A major issue for children that live in public housing is that they grow up here 

in Cambridge, make connections to local churches, communities, and families, but when they 

turn 18 and try to move out, they are often cut off from their families and communities because 



they cannot afford is live in the city. She asked how these young people who grow up here stay in 

the city and Bunker Hill Community College and a part-time job, along with expensive stores and 

food, add to the problem. Young and Hip does not work so well for homeless kids from an 

affordability standpoint. 

 

Ms. Chen also noted that some of the stores in Cambridge are really expensive. Mothers that go 

to shelters have to buy expensive diapers, and then the bags to carry them. 10 cents per bag might 

not seem like a lot, but it adds up, she said.  

 

Other problem is the number of youth that have been affected by violence. She said she worked 

previously in Worcester, where there was gang violence, but it is here, too. She said she works 

with two youth that had murders outside of their home and it does affect the youth in her 

diversion program.  

 

Mr. Dmytryk asked how old the people in the program are. 

 

Ms. Chen said typically youth are 15-18, and the men are 18-50. They are in a program, such as 

Umoja, a Swahili word for “unity” which is the Salvation Army’s men’s program for adult male 

drug users at or staying at the Salvation Army. They have transportation challenges and 

challenges in finding a job in Cambridge where if you don’t have a degree it’s difficult. Who do 

we want this city to be for? she asked. Can we make it so youth can stay here, they like it here. 

Could we provide unique rent subsidies for people who grew up in Cambridge? 

 

Mr. Wineman asked if Ms. Chen has talked with people in Cambridge Housing Authority. 

 

Ms. Chen said no, not yet. 

 

Mr. Spears said there is a long waiting list for housing in Cambridge, sometimes as much as 10 

years.  

 

Mr. Wineman was particularly struck for youth that grow up here and then can’t live here, he 

said.  

 

Ms. Chen said that in an unexpected way, Cambridge’s housing program can promote pregnancy.  

Women with children or who are pregnant move up the line. It doesn’t happen often, she said, but 

it does happen.  

 

Ms. Harrison asked what percentage of the housing stock is renter occupied versus owner 

occupied.  

 

Ms. Chen said she wasn’t sure, but there was an initiative for landlords to allow renters to stay. 

Perhaps there are elderly that are having trouble paying taxes as well. 

 

Ms. Harrison said there are charity based organizations are doing some of this work, and asked 

about the relation between Salvation Army and other programs that are doing similar work. 

 

Ms. Chen said Cambridge Salvation Army is funded by the city, and she felt very supported here. 

The shelter doesn’t get a lot, but it is funded, included day care. The diversion program she runs 

is statewide, is funded by the City and there are not a lot of programs like it. The DA, via the 

Cambridge Police Department, has its own diversion program. For youth, instead of going into 

the justice system for minor crime, completing a diversion program can alleviate the charges..  

http://massachusetts.salvationarmy.org/MA/CAMContinuum


 

Mr. Kelley asked if CPD engages with Bridging the Gap. 

 

 

Ms. Chen said if youth get in trouble CPD has a program, and her program is different. It’s a 12 

week life guidance program that tries help youth build skills to reconstruct their life. They have a 

curriculum and work on good decision making, self-esteem, social skills and anger management 

and help the youth find jobs. They work with northern light that donates laptops to youth when 

they graduate.  

 

Most of the youth are high need low risk, they are not dangerous, she said. Common feedback is 

youth feeling overlooked. They take youth on fieldtrips, and offer youth pastor support. She also 

runs a program where youth come and do community service. After graduating the program, the 

youth are usually out of the court system. They may come back as youth leaders and maybe get 

money for jobs from YouthWorks.  

 

Mr. Kelley asked if Ms. Chen was a case worker. 

 

Ms. Chen said she does work cases, but is not a counselor. She also does intervention for youth 

who are on house arrest and so forth and works to keep kids out of the adult system if they are 

already in the juvenile justice system. She explained that the high school extension is part of 

CRLS, an alternative school for Cambridge students. She runs run a class there. Some of the 

Bridging the Gap youth are drop outs, some have graduated, etc. 

 

Mr. Kelley said the extension school used to be the place where we send problem students, now 

it’s for students that ran out of time to graduate, and now study as they work. They can go up to 

22. 

 

Ms. Harrison asked if Bridging the Gap was about creating a network for people about to go into 

court system, or preventative, or reaching out to the community. 

 

Ms. Chen said it depends on the case. The Court can decide if someone goes to diversion at 

Bridging the Gap of, if the youth has already been on probation, maybe send them there after the 

fact. In Cambridge it seems to be more of a court program than a community program. Youth 

have to follow the rules in and out of the program. 

 

Mr. Kelley asked what happens after youth leave the program. 

 

Ms. Chen said hopefully they don’t reoffend, they get jobs, go to college, and I follow up with 

them. The biggest goal is getting them out of the system. 

 

Mr. Kelley asked, “If I’m 16 and go into the juvenile system, they might send me to you before 

they heard my case or not?” 

 

Ms. Chen said if it’s your first time, they will go to diversion. If it’s multiple offense then they go 

into probation. Depends on situation.  

 

Ms. Harrison asked how do people find the program. 

 

Ms. Chen said they are very accessible to the courts, but are trying to be better about outreach. 

There are a lot of other options that kids might go to before us.  

https://www.youthworks.com/


 

Ms. Harrison asked where most of the kids from in Cambridge are coming from. 

 

Ms. Chen said most come from Newtown Court, and some coming from Windsor street.  

 

Mr. Wineman asked on a broader level, if there were an extreme weather event or other 

emergency that was disruptive, how would that affect the homeless population in the city under 

two variables, if the shelters and Salvation Army is functional, and another if they were no longer 

functional?  

 

Ms. Chen, who is personally certified for emergency disaster services, said the Salvation Army 

would go out to emergency situations on site and provide emergency disaster services (EDS), 

they are trained in emergency situations, providing shelter, clothing, generators, whatever is 

needed and they have their own backup generator. This weekend we got 15 people into the shelter 

over capacity to meet demand, she said. We try to be dry (no people who have been drinking), but 

we don’t want people to freeze to death. That poses challenges for violence. 

 

Sometimes the Salvation Army offers bagged lunches.  Overnight guests have to leave the shelter 

during the day, but there is a drop-in center from 9-2. Dinner is just for people staying at the 

shelter and is cooked by Salvation Army staff with guests’ help. You can take showers and do 

laundry. Everything is cooked at the Salvation Army by the men in the program. Anyone can 

drop in for lunch. Ms. Chen said that people who sleep on someone’s couch are not always listed 

as homeless. We can only allow people into the shelter if they have a valid ID due to the daycare, 

so sometimes we turn people away.  

 

Mr. Wineman asked if there a census of homeless people that live on the streets. 

 

Mr. Kelley said yes, HUD asked municipalities to do so. It’s taken on one night in January. 

 

Mr. Wineman asked if there are emergency plans to deal with people who sleep on the streets.  

 

Ms. Chen said it’s not exactly clear what they do, but it’s tough to send a drunk back outside on a 

cold winter night. 

 

Ms. Harrison said there are ways of categorizing groups that don’t access services and asked they 

have data on recent immigrant groups or different faith affiliations that don’t access the services.  

 

Ms. Chen responded that with court-ordered Bridging the Gap, it would be unethical to push 

religion. She understands the perceptual challenges of a faith-based group. Some kids definitely 

feel like they will be judged, but they are pretty successful at having other groups come. Its nice 

to see them feel comfortable. 

 

Ms. Chen added that this is an issue for groups that come to the United States, they feel afraid to 

access services.  

 

Mr. Dmytryk asked how the situation differs in terms of living expenses and buying in Worcester 

versus Cambridge. 

 

Ms. Chen said you could get a job and pay rent easier, and there were more opportunities for 

entry level jobs in Worcester. But youth get to see alternative models in Cambridge, even if from 

far away, and there is more confidence in the kids here, but they also feel stigmatized.  



 

Mr. Kelley asked what happens to kids after three months. Once they graduate the program, is 

their record is expunged? 

 

Ms. Chen said if they don’t graduate the program they go back to court. She added that Bridging 

the Gap has an 80 percent non-reoffending rate in the state, and the Cambridge Salvation Army 

program currently has a 70 success rate but that program is new. 

 

Ms. Harrison asked what people in Ms. Chen’s position need and don’t have, besides money. If 

she could decide, what would she do better? 

 

Ms. Chen responded that having a great after care would be helpful, and having more connections 

connection in the community. Just being able to talk about this issue is helpful, for community 

members to talk about juvenile justice, instead of just pipelining them into prison. She would like 

to start a mentoring program. Bridging the Gap is not a magic bullet and if youth reoffend as 

adults they can be in serious trouble. She refers youth to jobs but for some kids, simply staying in 

school is a big step. Her program is after school. They eat dinner with the kids every day and 

complete their community hours but there is no weekend program. A great after-school program 

with partnerships and connections would be good. She would like that for her and the kids. 

 

Mr. Seidel asked what type of offences she sees. 

 

Ms. Chen said that while they get lots of type of offenses, many are school related. Throwing a 

pencil, disrupting class, etcetera, and those students shouldn’t be thrown into the court system.  

Others include stabbing, setting fire, and robbery. They have gotten those in Cambridge, but she 

doesn’t always know for confidentiality reasons. 

 

Mr. Dmytryk asked if there were a lot of immigrant students in the program. 

 

Ms. Chen said yes, even those that have only been here a few months and some are 

undocumented. She is currently working with 10 kids, and the program has a rolling admission. 

Start out with self-esteem and then rights and responsibilities 

 

Mr. Kelley asked the largest class size she had had. 

 

Ms. Chen responded ten was the usual number, and they are still trying to grow. They are co-ed 

and that can make talking about some issues tough. Some of the kids are as young as 12 and she 

is hoping for a middle school system.  There are a bunch of grandmothers, too, that she is 

working with. 

 

Ms. Harrison returned to Cambridge violence. How are kids finding different forms of support, 

she asked. 

 

Ms. Chen said that her kids say there are gangs in Cambridge, even though the police won’t 

discuss. She has kids that claim gang affiliation and kids needing to be separated for that reason. 

And parent support is huge- she could use help with that. 

 

Mr. Spears said there should be training program or something to help. It is frightening to see 

baby-faced kids reporting to a probation officer. 

 

Mr. Seidel asked what do you think about when you think resiliency? 



 

Ms. Chen said Tupperware, you can ding it up, throw it around, drop it on the floor, but it won’t 

shatter. It may be ugly, but it works. Overcoming obstacles like failing your GED (which she did 

multiple times), keeping going no matter what you go through. And as a community, helping 

people keeping going as a mission. 

 

Mr. Harrison said that every student she comes into contact with from a difficult background has 

someone championing their achievement. Someone took an individual interest in them.  

 

Mr. Seidel asked what are things that she thinks we should be thinking about to bring resiliency to 

the city. 

 

Ms. Chen said affordability is a huge part of the equation. Make everything accessible and 

affordable. That’s the number one thing she thinks of. Being more aware of/connected to services 

and each other. Mentoring programs for the youth. Helping everyone feel a part of Cambridge. 

Keeping it for families.  

 

Ms. Holloway said perhaps they hit on something. One person can make a difference, one act. 

Part of this future report should be that the world is a crazy place, and how to tell a story about 

resiliency is important. 

 

Ms. Chen said feeling like you connected to someone makes a huge difference. This system of 

responsibility to each other is what resiliency is built on. “Sometimes not having a choice can 

make you resilient.” Having faith helped her as well but it is hard to go to church when you are 

drifting. Motivation is a huge piece, need to build self-esteem in some of the kids. “I always 

thought I could do it, but I just didn’t know how.” Relating to people is an important way to reach 

the youth, coming from where they are. 

 

Mr. Wineman said there is a dance between the micro level, the kid that brings someone into the 

system (“This person helped me”) or goes and gives back, to not ever loose that focus, but also 

look at systems as well.  

 

Mr. Spears noted that inner city kids are naturally resilient. He suggested “Class Divided” on 

HBO, about how money separates people who enjoy a great school across from a low income 

development. 

 

Ms. Chen wondered if it was possible to channel the hardness into a better effort at school. For at 

risk youth, you have to go the extra mile and that can be very successful. Youthworks is all about 

at risk youth. She’s fired kids who don’t work properly. They need to understand what it is like to 

work. In order to survive, you need to be employable. 

 

Mr. Seidel noted that low barrier to entry options can be less useful. 

 

Everything is online now. People have to take tests and fill out forms on line for just about any 

type of employment. Learning to operate online is an important employment skill. 

 

Mr. Seidel noted that tonight was the opposite of “the City should…” It was about one person 

with one person.  

 

Mr. Wineman said he was thinking about robust systems.  



Mr. Dmytryk said looking toward future months, the Committee will have to start wrapping up, 

and asked if they should start doing that now? They could review some of that material, what do 

we want to keep from each meeting.  

 

Mr. Kelley said that is the purpose of SLACK, which isn’t getting much traction. Next month 

they are hoping to meet with Public Health Department, hopefully get someone from School 

Department after that. 

 

Mr. Wineman reflected on a couple of strands to pull together. The climate congress is in 

progress, and is currently in the middle of series of weekly panel discussions. The panel 

discussions which he facilitates focuses on bridging discrepancies, such as stage of life, access to 

resources, wealth and country of origin. People are being very open and vulnerable. Isolation 

makes people afraid. What would happen to me if there was a flood? I never know anyone in my 

building? Some of the community building that we are talking about here is happening at the 

climate congress. In some way the most striking thing is the hunger for community. Green 

Decade has the talks online on Youtube. 

 

Ms. Holloway said that’s her passion, she wants to talk more about that. How can we drive 

toward more tangible recommendations toward community building? 

 

Ms. Harrison asked if there is money for neighborhood block parties? Not the big parties, but 

local things. 

 

Ms. Spears said that some of the churches have those, but they pull donations. 

 

Mr. Kelley said scaling those events to take the models and events and build bigger events is a 

challenge. They need to be done right to be useful. 

 

Ms. Holloway said one of the things that can come out of the meetings are the multiple levels to 

resiliency- systems need to mesh with the individual. 

 

Mr. Seidel noted that something we could do at a neighborhood level is to figure out “choice/no 

choice” part. Snow is a ‘no choice’ issue, you have to deal with it. But flooding and raking a 

drain? 

 

Ms. Harrison suggested maybe knocking on the neighbor’s door and offering a rake. 

 

Mr. Wineman said that knocking on a neighbor’s door is the big obstacle. Talking across our 

various differences, coming to a conversation is the challenge. 

 

Mr. Seidel noted that in his two unit building a lot of the joint decisions are handled through a 

mutually understood but awkward dance even though they have a shared vested interest. 

 

Ms. Halloway noted that a social fabric’s strength is unknown until it is tested. How can we 

figure out that strength before it’s needed? 

 

Mr. Durbin talked of the Friends of the Bike Path not getting people to beautify the path but 

looking for something else like money or signatures. 

 

Mr. Seidel commented on the balance between reciprocal thinking and feeling you’re being used, 

played for a chump. 



Ms. Harrison noted that a lot of the issue is messaging. Her kids, in her Harvard House, are very 

different and having a project and helping them get involved can be tricky. Australia does it well. 

 

Ms. Andujar said that she did a successful TV program. Saying “Hello” is huge. She’s out of her 

comfort zone here and that can be tough to break through. 

 

Mr. Kelley thanks everyone for their time and dismissed the meeting. 


